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outdoor activities. From Spanish treasures to the Kennedy Space Center,
here is a complete guide to the diverse attractions of this state.
Illustrations and maps.

Zagat 2007/08 Chicago Restaurants Alice Van Housen 2007-07-11
Provides ratings and reviews for more than one thousand restaurants in
Chicago and Milwaukee.

Zagat Boston Restaurants Zagat Survey (Firm) 2007-04 For almost 30
years, ZAGAT has reported on the shared experiences of diners. Here are
the results of the 2007/08 BOSTON RESTAURANT SURVEY, covering
hundreds of restaurants. The surveyors are men and women of all ages.
No matter the economic climate, Boston's appetite for lively dining
destinations continues unabated, inspiring ever bolder ventures. For every
notable closing, there's another restaurateur waiting in the wings, often
joined by an expensive team of architects and designers and
ZAGATSURVEY is always there to note the changes. So whether you are
looking for the hippest restaurant, where to dine with celebs or ﬁnd a
lunch bargain, the new ZAGATSURVEY 2007/08 BOSTON RESTAURANT
guide rates and reviews the city’s best restaurants. The newest guide
delivers ZAGAT’S signature comprehensive coverage, rating each
restaurant on appeal, decor, service and cost.

Lonely Planet Ireland Lonely Planet 2018-03-01 Lonely Planet Ireland is
your most up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Ponder the brooding landscapes and windswept
coast, soak up music and literary sites in Dublin, and explore centuries of
history; all with your trusted travel companion.
Fall Dining Guide Tom Sietsema 2013-10-11 Washington D.C.'s culinary
landscape is celebrated in the 14th annual Fall Dining Guide. From the
Pulitzer Prize-winning Washington Post comes the food critic's essential
guide to the D.C. dining scene. For his 14th Fall Dining Guide, Tom
Sietsema selects his 40 favorite Washington D.C.-area restaurants,
reﬂecting a much-changed dining scene with exciting new ﬂavors. From
bars and taco joints to four star local legends, the FALL DINING GUIDE has
a dinner for everyone.
The Summer Sail Wendy Francis 2018-05-01 “A great summer read for
fans of Jennifer Weiner and Emily Giﬃn.” (Library Journal) A trio of college
friends who reunite aboard a cruise ship experience an unforgettable
vacation in this compelling novel from the author of The Summer of Good
Intentions, which was hailed as “everything a summer read should be” by
Elin Hilderbrand. Three college roommates are celebrating a twentieth
wedding anniversary by taking a cruise to Bermuda. As the ship pulls
away from the pier, everyone is looking forward to lounging by the pool,
sipping sunset cocktails, and reminiscing. Abby, the mother hen of the
group, will be celebrating her wedding anniversary in style, even as she
and her husband keep a secret from the group. Ambitious career woman
Caroline happily anticipates several stress-free days away from her
magazine job with her boyfriend, Javier, who may or may not be ﬁnally
inspired to propose. And single mom Lee (annoyingly gorgeous and
irresistibly popular in college) hopes she’ll win back the aﬀections of her
formerly sweet daughter Lacey, who after her ﬁrst year in college, has
inexplicably become a little bit of a monster. As the balmy pink shores of
Bermuda come into view, tensions simmer, and old jealousies ﬂare,
sending the temperature from soothing to scorching in this engrossing
tale of three best friends on a vacation they won’t soon forget—but not for
the reasons they expect.
Hidden Gem Enni Amanda 2021-08-28 A politician on the verge of a
breakdown. A woman who's given up on love. They may be just what the
other needs if they can ﬁnd the courage to follow their hearts. Nearly 40,
burnt by divorce and newly diagnosed with chronic illness, Marnie has
resigned herself to a lifetime of loneliness. Tea. Blankets. A remote cabin.
The last thing on her mind is a whirlwind love aﬀair amidst a political
scandal. Rising political superstar Jason is on a mission to ﬁx New
Zealand's housing crisis. If only he could sleep. Haunted by guilt, he
stares at the ceiling every night, his goals slipping away with his health
and sanity. Until hope enters his life in the shape of a woman. She seems
to remedy everything – his insomnia, career … and libido. Then she
vanishes. Jason is prepared to scour New Zealand to ﬁnd her. But as he
falls for the woman of his dreams (pun intended), he discovers how much
really stands in the way of their happily ever after. Tough questions about
ageing, illness and self-worth are examined in this steamy romantic
comedy that will leave you with a warm glow. This book can be read as a
standalone.
Hidden Florida Stacy Ritz 1997 This "fun-in-the-sun" guide is for the
adventurous traveler who wants to combine traditional touring with
tag-hidden-gem-restaurants
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Great American Road Trips: Best of 50 States Reader's Digest 2022-10-04
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every
reader.
Insiders' Guide® to Tucson Mary Paganelli Votto 2012-01-10 Your
Travel Destination. Your Home. Your Home-To-Be. Tucson Savor the
Southwestern cuisine. Bask in 350 days of sunshine a year. Find
inspiration in the desert and mountain landscape. • A personal, practical
perspective for travelers and residents alike • Comprehensive listings of
attractions, restaurants, and accommodations • How to live & thrive in
the area—from recreation to relocation • Countless details on shopping,
arts & entertainment, and children’s activities
Fodor's Washington D.C. Fodor's Travel Guides 2021-04-06 Whether you
want to wander the halls of Smithsonian museums, dine at international
restaurants in Adams Morgan, or stroll along the Potomac River, the local
Fodor’s travel experts in Washington D.C. are here to help! Fodor’s
Washington D.C. is packed with maps, carefully curated
recommendations, and everything else you need to simplify your tripplanning process and make the most of your time. This new edition has
been fully-redesigned with an easy-to-read layout, fresh information, and
beautiful color photos. Fodor’s Washington D.C. travel guide includes: AN
ILLUSTRATED ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE to the top things to see and
do MULTIPLE ITINERARIES to eﬀectively organize your days and maximize
your time MORE THAN 20 DETAILED MAPS to help you navigate
conﬁdently COLOR PHOTOS throughout to spark your wanderlust!
HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS FROM LOCALS on the best sights,
restaurants, hotels, activities, side-trips, and more PHOTO-FILLED “BEST
OF” FEATURES on “Top Things to Buy,” “What to Eat and Drink,” “Under
the Radar,” and more TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPS
including when to go, getting around, beating the crowds, and saving time
and money HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL INSIGHTS providing rich context
on the local art, architecture, monuments and more SPECIAL FEATURES
on Arlington National Cemetery, The National Mall, Capitol Hill, and more.
LOCAL WRITERS to help you ﬁnd the under-the-radar gems UP-TO-DATE
COVERAGE ON: The Washington Monument, the White House, the Capitol
Building, the National Mall, the Lincoln Memorial, the Smithsonian
museums, Arlington National Cemetery, Georgetown's boutiques, U
Street's restaurants, Alexandria, Mount Vernon, Annapolis, Baltimore, and
more. Planning on visiting other parts of the east coast? Check out Fodor’s
New England, Fodor’s Maine, Vermont & New Hampshire, and Fodor’s New
York City. *Important note for digital editions: The digital edition of this
guide does not contain all the images or text included in the physical
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edition. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is
researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been oﬀering expert
advice for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. For more travel
inspiration, you can sign up for our travel newsletter at
fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or follow us @FodorsTravel on Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter. We invite you to join our friendly community of
travel experts at fodors.com/community to ask any other questions and
share your experience with us!

The Blue And Silver Shark: A Biker's Story Edward Winterhalder
2015-12-01 Thomas Chandler is a criminal attorney and independent
Harley rider; Earle Hastings is an outlaw biker, Harley mechanic, and
president of the Vermont chapter of the Skuldmen Motorcycle Club, one of
the most notorious outlaw 1%er motorcycle clubs in North America.
Despite being from diﬀerent worlds, the two men are the best of friends.
While test riding the attorney's Harley, Earle overhears a conversation
between three men of Eastern European descent, discussing a bombing
they are planning. When the horror the world comes to know as the
Boston Marathon Bombing occurs, Earle makes a connection to the event
that shakes him to the core. After Earle is hunted down and shot by one of
the terrorists, Thomas goes on a quest for revenge with guidance from
two federal law enforcement agents. Enlisting several chapters of
Skuldmen in New England to assist him in locating the third Boston
bomber, the lawyer is conﬂicted as he straddles a ﬁne line between the
two worlds he lives in, and the choices he must make when it comes to
moral justice, or biker justice.

Cincinnati Magazine 2009-03 Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of
the city, exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture and giving readers
a ringside seat on the issues shaping the region.
Lonely Planet Costa Rica 2008
ZagatSurvey 2006/07 Atlanta Restaurants Zagat Survey 2006-06
Hidden New England Ryan Vollmer 1992 From skiing to sailing, ﬁne
restaurants and inns to the best places to view the autumn colors, this
completely revised guide helps readers plan an aﬀordable visit to New
England. Covers the hidden retreats as well as popular destinations in
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut.

Walking Washington, D.C. Barbara J. Saﬃr 2015-09-21 Washington D.C. is
every American's home away from home. Since DC is a compact city with
great public transportation, it's easy to explore both its high-proﬁle side its magniﬁcent monuments, world-class museums, enthralling
architecture, breathtaking vistas, and unique national parks - as well as its
less famous persona - its cozy hideaways, ethnic eateries, bustling dance
clubs, lively theaters, shopaholic hot spots, and more.Now it's a foodies'
paradise enlivened with high-tech entrepreneurs and innovative buildings
in entirely new and safer neighborhoods. Now, with Walking Washington
D.C by local author Barbara J. Saﬃr, people can get to know the
communities of D.C. Each walk tells the story of a neighborhood: a
snapshot of some of its history and how it has transformed over the years.
Readers will be pointed to distinctive architecture, landmark buildings,
popular eateries, ethnic enclaves, art and performance spaces, and
natural scenery. Maps and transportation directions make it easy to ﬁnd
your way. Whether you're looking for an afternoon stroll or a daylong
outing, grab this book and start walking Washington D.C. After a few miles
or a few days, you might fall in love.

Atlanta 2003-12 Atlanta magazine’s editorial mission is to engage our
community through provocative writing, authoritative reporting, and
superlative design that illuminate the people, the issues, the trends, and
the events that deﬁne our city. The magazine informs, challenges, and
entertains our readers each month while helping them make intelligent
choices, not only about what they do and where they go, but what they
think about matters of importance to the community and the region.
Atlanta magazine’s editorial mission is to engage our community through
provocative writing, authoritative reporting, and superlative design that
illuminate the people, the issues, the trends, and the events that deﬁne
our city. The magazine informs, challenges, and entertains our readers
each month while helping them make intelligent choices, not only about
what they do and where they go, but what they think about matters of
importance to the community and the region.

A Football Fan's Story Don Price 2016-05-21 Like most kids back in the
day, Don dreamt of being a professional footballer and scoring the
winning goal at Wembley. Unfortunately for Don, he was not much good
at football. He grew up in Manchester in the ﬁfties and sixties, and even
joining the Royal Navy in the late sixties did not dampen his passion or
enthusiasm for the game. Don founded one of the largest football
supporters branches in the country and was chairman of it for ten years.
This is a gripping account and a humorous look back at his time in the
Royal Navy and the supporters branch meetings including sportsmens
dinners, and charity events he organised with some of the top names in
British football. Celebrity guests included Kevin Keegan, Nick Leeson, and
Francis Lee. He also recounts some of the hilarious away trips he
organized. It is a real life supporters story that will appeal to all football
fans.

Doug Pitassi's 15 Best Restaurants in Portland Doug Pitassi 2015-10-01
Doug Pitassi's 15 Best Restaurants in Portland There are few places as
unique and diverse as the city of Portland, and the city's dining options
reﬂect the openness of its residents to a wide variety of culinary delights.
In this new book, Doug Pitassi takes on the daunting task of oﬀering his
expert assessment of the very best restaurants the city has to oﬀer by
providing detailed information regarding each and every restaurant
earning a ranking among the 15 best. Citing the combination of the
exceptionally fertile soil of the Paciﬁc Northwest and the fearlessness of
residents to try things belonging to entirely unfamiliar cultures, Pitassi
praises Portland's culinary sophistication by noting that there are
hundreds of restaurants worthy of inclusion among the best in Portland.
Despite the diﬃculties inherent in his task, Pitassi successfully brings the
exceptionality of the Portland dining scene into focus and provides a
thorough assessment and explanation for each of his choices. The ideal
book for both residents and visitors to the city of Portland, Pitassi makes
sure to detail each restaurant's respective specialties along with all the
hidden gems that may not always be discovered by diners during the ﬁrst
few visits to a given establishment. "Doug Pitassi's 15 Best Restaurants in
Portland" also includes advice regarding the best times to visit each
dining establishment, as some of the restaurants rely heavily on
seasonality when preparing their menu oﬀerings while others are just
predictably busy at certain times. With practical advice and detailed
descriptions, ﬁrst-time visitors to Portland can use this book to ﬁnd the
perfect dining option regardless of their particular tastes or inclinations,
and Portlanders can beneﬁt from the depth of Pitassi's analysis to
discover the menu oﬀerings they may have unintentionally passed over at
their favorite restaurants. The 15 restaurants in Pitassi's book represent a
broad range of dining options, including everything from traditional
roadside fare to ﬁne French cuisine. Even though each restaurant is
undeniably unique and oﬀers something entirely diﬀerent from the others,
Pitassi has identiﬁed a single commonality among them all that elevates
the dining options they are able to provide: A clear focus on creating
outstanding food through the use of the highest quality ingredients and a
continued commitment to innovation and preparation.
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Linguistic Structure Prediction Noah A. Smith 2022-05-31 A major part of
natural language processing now depends on the use of text data to build
linguistic analyzers. We consider statistical, computational approaches to
modeling linguistic structure. We seek to unify across many approaches
and many kinds of linguistic structures. Assuming a basic understanding
of natural language processing and/or machine learning, we seek to
bridge the gap between the two ﬁelds. Approaches to decoding (i.e.,
carrying out linguistic structure prediction) and supervised and
unsupervised learning of models that predict discrete structures as
outputs are the focus. We also survey natural language processing
problems to which these methods are being applied, and we address
related topics in probabilistic inference, optimization, and experimental
methodology. Table of Contents: Representations and Linguistic Data /
Decoding: Making Predictions / Learning Structure from Annotated Data /
Learning Structure from Incomplete Data / Beyond Decoding: Inference
Zagatsurvey 2002 America's Top Restaurants Zagat Survey 2001-11
New York City Restaurants 2008 Curt Gathje 2007-10-10 The popular
series of handy regional guides provides in-depth surveys and
recommendations for a wide range of eateries throughout a city or region,
with tips on selecting a restaurant by culinary category, popularity,
neighborhood, price range, or other useful criteria, as well suggestions for
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nightlife, shopping, accommodations, and other entertainment options.

discovering the ancient city of Padua, the DK Eyewitness Travel Guide to
Venice & the Veneto is indispensable. Don't miss a thing on your holiday
with the DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Venice & the Veneto

10,001 Ways to Live Large on a Small Budget Wise Bread Writers
2009-01-01 A treasury of top-selected submissions to the popular
personal ﬁnance blog WiseBread.com shares insights on how to enjoy life
while living responsibly, in a resource that organizes entries under such
headers as shopping in bulk, saving money while going green, and
reducing one's mortgage and rent costs. Original.
Turnip Greens & Tortillas Eddie Hernandez 2018-04-10 Southern fare
with a Mexican ﬂair, by the chef/co-owner of the restaurant empire that
Bon Appétit called a “Top American Restaurant” USA Today called
Taqueria del Sol “a runaway success.” Bon Appétit wrote: “Move over,
Chipotle!” The fast-casual food of Eddie Hernandez, the James Beardnominated chef/co-owner of the restaurant, lands on the commonalities of
Southern and Mexican food, with dishes like Memphis barbecue pork
tacos, chicken pot pie served in a “bowl” of a puﬀed tortilla, turnip greens
in “pot likker” spiked with chiles, or the “Eddie Palmer,” sweet tea with a
jab of tequila. Eddie never hesitates to break with purists to make food
taste better, adding sugar to creamy grits to balance the jalapeños, or
substituting tomatillos in fried green tomatoes for a more delicate texture.
Throughout, “Eddie’s Way” sidebars show how to make each dish even
more special.
Cadiz, the City: Historic and artistic highlights. Hidden gems. Local
experiences. Maria Luisa Latorre 2022-08-27 Called the "oldest city in
Western Europe", Cádiz, in Andalusia, Spain, has a rich history from the
Phoenicians that founded it to the present day. This guide-history book
will take you on a tour through the city and the history of the place that
was once considered the centre of Spain's empire. The book includes
restaurant and shopping recommendations, detailed information on the
history of the city, its food and beaches and lots more. Special care is paid
to the art and culture of this ancient, interesting city. If you are
contemplating coming to Cádiz or are already here and want to know
more beyond the bars and popular hangouts, this guide is for you.

Marvelous Manhattan Reggie Nadelson 2021-04-13 A collection of essays
from New York Times columnist Reggie Nadelson, proﬁling and
celebrating the (largely family-owned) institutions—restaurants,
bookstores, museums—that make up the heart and soul of New York City.
Dark Surf T. C. Zmak 2014-08-23 SHARK! Few words have such heartstopping power--particularly among surfers. When 23-year-old Jake Ryder
sees his best friend, Cody, wash up on a Southern California beach after
being killed by a great white shark, he can't let it go. Jake's quest to ﬁnd
the last surfer to see Cody alive leads him to the Nomads, a shadowy tribe
that hits the waves only after the sun sets. Led by Tristan Pierce, the ﬁrst
of a new breed of vampires, the Nomads are at the center of a growing
number of dead and missing surfers. Also on the bloody trail is Lani
Marley, an undercover FBI agent who befriends Jake to inﬁltrate the
Nomads but soon falls for Tristan...

The Berkshires Cookbook Jane Barton Griﬃth 2015-12-07 Western
Massachusetts is a food hub and a pioneer in the sustainable food
movement. Building on a history of family farms and soil enriched by the
glaciers, “old is now new.” Centennial farms, still utilizing traditional and
innovative farming methods, are incorporating sophisticated marketing
practices to bring their food to markets and their customers to the farm.
Long a cultural mecca, the area is now drawing visitors to farms and new
restaurants. Food artisans are making breads, roasting coﬀees, growing
wines, and laying tables end-to-end to create “pop up” restaurants in the
midst of ﬁelds. The Berkshires & Pioneer Valley Cookbook showcases 60
recipes, organized by season and featuring local foods and special
ingredients that will transform dishes from mundane to extraordinary with
subtle twists and ﬂavors.

The Hidden Man Charles Cumming 2015-11-10 Christopher Keen, once a
master spy, is murdered in cold blood. His sons Mark and Benjamin,
though they hadn't seen their father for over twenty years, are now drawn
into the legacy of his life as a spy as they set out to discover the truth and
avenge their father's death. But as their search proceeds, more questions
arise—is Christopher's death connected to his past life in MI6? Was his
eldest son involved in a conspiracy that links him to Moscow, Afghanistan,
and the Russian maﬁa? Bestselling author Charles Cumming's The Hidden
Man delivers a thriller that delves into the complicated double lives of
spies, and what happens when their half-told secrets die with them.
Tip of the Spear Ryan Hendrickson 2020-07-07 The inspiring true story
of a US Special Forces soldier who was medically retired after stepping on
an IED, and his incredible return to active duty. Sergeant First Class (SFC)
Ryan Hendrickson is a brave, determined, and courageous soldier -- a
Green Beret clearing the way for his twelve-man team while conducting
combat operations against the Taliban. As the "tip of the spear," his role is
to ensure the route taken by U.S. and Afghan troops are free of IEDs -improvised explosive devices. Many soldiers do not survive their last step;
those who do often lose at least one limb. While rescuing an Afghan
soldier outside a mud-hut compound in 2010 -- knowing that he was in
"uncleared" territory -- Ryan stepped on an IED with his right foot. The
device exploded, leaving his foot dangling at the end of his leg. American
soldiers losing a limb is an all-too-common occurrence. But what makes
Ryan's story diﬀerent is that after undergoing two dozen surgeries and a
tortuous rehabilitation, he was medically retired but fought to return to
active duty. Multiple skin grafts to his leg and right foot successfully
reattached his lower leg, and he was aided in his recovery by wearing a
new prosthetic device known as an IDEO (Intrepid Dynamic Exoskeletal
Orthosis). Once he passed a series of crucial physical tests, Ryan was able
to rejoin the Green Berets within a year and physically perform his duties,
redeploying to Afghanistan in March 2012. In 2016, he volunteered to
return to Afghanistan with Bravo Company, 2nd Battalion, 7th Special
Forces Group. During a ﬁreﬁght with the Taliban, he risked his life under
heavy enemy ﬁre to rescue three Afghan soldiers cut oﬀ from friendly
forces and return the bodies of two dead Afghan soldiers under the ethos
that "no one gets left behind." For his heroic eﬀorts on the battleﬁeld, SFC

Zagatsurvey 2006/2007 Chicago Restaurants Zagat Survey (Firm)
2006-06 Chicago Restaurants covers over 1,150 restaurants in and
around Chicago, plus Milwaukee. This handy guide contains Zagat
Survey's trusted ratings and reviews for area restaurants based on the
opinions of diners like you. The trademark reviews and corresponding
ratings for Food, D?cor, Service and Cost are organized alphabetically in a
user-friendly format. Use the indexes arranged by cuisine, neighborhood
and special features like "In" Places, Winning Wine Lists, or Romantic
Places to ﬁnd the perfect restaurant for any occasion.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Venice & the Veneto Brenda Birmingham
2012-02-01 DK Eyewitness Travel Guide to Venice & the Veneto will lead
you straight to the best attractions this city and region has on oﬀer.
Packed with photographs, illustrations and maps of Venice and the
Veneto, the guide includes in-depth coverage of Venice's must see sight
from the historic Piazza San Marco and beautiful Grand Canal, to the city's
ﬁnest opera and liveliest carnivals, unearthing the best of the city's
stunning architecture, museums, galleries and parks in between. You'll
ﬁnd 3D aerial views of Venice's most interesting districts, cutaways and
ﬂoorplans of all the major sites, and detailed listings of the best hotels
and restaurants in Venice and the Veneto for all budgets. The guide
includes four 'Great Days Out' in Venice and the Veneto region and
extensive practical information and insider tips from shopping and
entertainment to choosing the best Italian cuisine. Whether you are
ﬁnding a bargain on the Ponte di Rialto, enjoying a gondola ride or
tag-hidden-gem-restaurants

The Rough Guide to Italy Celia Woolfrey 2013-03-01 Now available in ePub
format. The Rough Guide to Italy is the ultimate handbook to one of
Europe's most appealing countries. You'll ﬁnd all the detailed information
you need from vaporetto routes in Venice to hole-in-the-wall pizza joints in
Naples or the best spot to watch the sunset on the Amalﬁ coast. From the
top draws of Rome and Florence to hidden corners of Friuli or Liguria, this
guide will help you make the most of your trip to Italy. Be inspired to go
diving in Sardinia, climbing on Mount Etna, windsurﬁng on Lake Garda, or
trekking in the Alps. Clear, detailed listings sections will lead you to great
accommodations, from swish boutique hotels and quirky B&Bs to idyllic
agriturismos, and slick city apartments--as well as to atmospheric osterie,
gourmet restaurants, and melt-in-your-mouth gelato. A full-color
introduction helps you plan your trip, while readable accounts of Italy's
history, art, and groundbreaking ﬁlm industry will help you get the most
from your trip. Full-color and with crystal-clear maps, The Rough Guide to
Italy is your essential travel companion. Make the most of your time with
The Rough Guide to Italy.
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donuts, and butterscotch coconut tart. Chef Ori Menashe marries his
training in Italian restaurants with the Israeli and Middle Eastern food that
he grew up eating, to create a delicious hybrid of two of the most popular
cuisines.

Ryan Hendrickson was awarded a Silver Star, the nation's third-highest
award for valor. An engaging and harrowing account, Tip of the Spear tells
the amazing story of one Green Beret's indomitable spirit.
111 Places in the Hamptons That You Must Not Miss Wendy
Lubovich 2020-03-12 The ultimate insider's guide to the Hamptons
Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel
guides Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250
titles and 1.5 million copies in print worldwide Appeals to both the local
market (more than 20 million people call the New York metropolitan area
home) and the tourist market (more than 62 million people visit the New
York metropolitan area every year!) Fully illustrated with 111 full-page
color photographs It's easy to fall in love with the Hamptons. Charming
towns, pristine beaches - and that luminous light cherished by locals and
generations of beach lovers. While it's famous for its magniﬁcent
mansions and coiﬀed hedges, there is so much more here to than meets
the eye. Come ﬁnd the hidden secrets of the Hamptons waiting to be
discovered with 111 Places in the Hamptons That You Must Not Miss.
Hang ten at a secret surfers' beach. See the studio where artist Jackson
Pollock painted his masterpieces. Get lost in a ﬁeld of lavender. Visit a
haunted lighthouse. Ride a horse along a secluded beach. Take a stroll in
the graveyard where Picasso's forgotten muse is buried. From woodshingled windmills to hydrangea-rimmed roads. White, sandy beaches - to
calm, bayside views. These places of nature, history, art, and delightful
quirkiness are the very reasons why the East End of Long Island has
become one of the most beloved travel destinations in the world.

Fodor's Washington, D.C. 2015 Fodor's Travel Guides 2014-11-11
Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been oﬀering expert advice
for all tastes and budgets for 80 years. With history around every corner,
Washington, D.C. is a city that magically blends yesterday and today. This
updated guide--a strong domestic bestseller--lets travelers discover the
myriad charms of the nation's capital, from its stately monuments to the
trendiest restaurants. This travel guide includes: · Dozens of full-color
maps · Hundreds of hotel and restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's
Choice designating our top picks · Multiple itineraries to explore the top
attractions and what’s oﬀ the beaten path · Major sights such as Capitol,
White House, Washington Monument, National Cathedral, Martin Luther
King Jr. Memorial, National Zoo, Arlington National Cemetery, and
Smithsonian museums · Side Trips from Washington, D.C. including
Alexandria, Virginia; Mount Vernon, Woodlawn, and Gunston Hall;
Annapolis, Maryland · Coverage of The White House Area and Foggy
Bottom, Capitol Hill and Northeast D.C., Downtown, Georgetown, Dupont
Circle and Logan Circle, Adams Morgan, U Street Corridor, and Upper
Northwest

Hidden Arizona Richard Harris 2003-04 The gorgeous scenery of Arizona
is explored here, from the Grand Canyon to the Mexican border, with
walking tours of old Tombstone and historic Flagstaﬀ plus a driving tour of
the Apache Trail. Maps. Illustrations.
Fodor's Washington, D.C. 2016 Fodor's Travel Guides 2015-11-24 Written
by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been oﬀering expert advice for all
tastes and budgets for 80 years. With history around every corner,
Washington, D.C. is a city that seamlessly blends yesterday and today,
and it's a perennial favorite for families. This updated guide--a strong
domestic bestseller--lets travelers discover the myriad charms of the
nation's capital, from its stately monuments to the trendiest restaurants.
This travel guide includes: · Dozens of full-color maps · Hundreds of hotel
and restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's Choice designating our top
picks · Multiple itineraries to explore the top attractions and what’s oﬀ the
beaten path · Major sights such as The Capitol; Washington Monument;
Lincoln, Jeﬀerson, and FDR memorials; The White House; National
Cathedral; Dumbarton Oaks; Arlington National Cemetary; Smithsonian
Museums; Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial; Vietnam Veterans, Korean War
Veterans, and World War II memorials; National Zoo · Side Trips from
Washington, D.C. including Alexandria, Virginia; Mount Vernon, Woodlawn,
and Gunston Hall; Annapolis, Maryland · Coverage of The White House
Area and Foggy Bottom; Capitol Hill and Northeast D.C.; Downtown;
Georgetown; Dupont Circle and Logan Circle; Adams Morgan; U Street
Corridor; Upper Northwest
Bestia Ori Menashe 2018-10-30 This accessible and far-reaching debut
cookbook showcases all of the satisfying and ﬂavor-forward food that has
made Bestia one of the most talked-about restaurants in the country.
Bestia is known for direct and bold ﬂavors, typiﬁed by dishes like fennelcrusted pork chops; meatballs with tomato, ricotta, Swiss chard, and
preserved lemon; spinach gnocchi; and tomato and burrata salad; capped
oﬀ with homey and whimsical desserts like rainbow sherbet, apple cider
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The Wine Lover's Apprentice Kathleen Bershad 2018-05-01 The deﬁnitive
book for any wine novice. What’s the best corkscrew to use? Should I
decant? How many types of glassware should I buy? Sommelier Kathleen
Bershad has the answers. In The Wine Lover's Apprentice, Bershad
acknowledges the importance of tossing out the rules about wine and
taking a relaxed approach to storing and serving everyday bottles.
Readers will learn tricks of the trade and strategies for navigating the
shelves of a retail store or ordering wine at a restaurant. The Wine Lover's
Apprentice delves into the nitty-gritty details of winemaking and takes a
look at the world’s major wine regions. Written in short bites, readers will
easily gain a quick understanding of an area’s major grapes, the style or
styles of wine, and the appellations that oﬀer the best quality wine (or the
best value). Topics include: What You’re Tasting When You Taste Wine
Conquering the Restaurant Wine List Navigating the Wine Shop Serving,
Sipping, and Storing And More! The Wine Lover's Apprentice unravels the
terms you see when reading a wine review, looking at a bottle, or
listening to a wine geek talk vino. By the end of this helpful guide, readers
will become empowered to know what’s in a bottle, be able to make an
educated guess about its ﬂavors, and help change the culture to make
drinking wine what it should be—relaxing and fun.
Explorer's Guide Vermont (Thirteenth Edition) Christina Tree
2012-09-17 The deﬁnitive guide to the Green Mountain State Christina
Tree and new coauthor Rachel Carter have more lovingly than ever
updated the Explorer's Guide to Vermont, especially since ﬂoods in
August 2011 caused by Tropical Storm Irene devastated so many of the
communities, businesses, iconic covered bridges, and scenic backroads in
the state. As these towns and storefronts rebuild, so have Tree and Carter
This 13th edition of Explorer’s Guide Vermont reviews hundreds of dining
and lodging options from the remote reaches of the Northeast Kingdom to
quaint Manchester and bustling Burlington. The authors oﬀer great
recommendations for the most rewarding spots to visit—artists’ studios,
farmers’ markets, historic sites, and more—and highlight the best biking,
hiking, swimming, winter sports, horseback riding, ﬁshing, and paddling.
Enjoy four seasons of events and activities; whether you’re a visitor or a
resident, you’ve got to get this guide!
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